Play to Earn
in the
Radio Life

There are always costs, so value has
to be extracted somehow. Your
data, time and attention are your
payments.

INTRODUCTION

Despite this freedom which
we have to express ourselves
and get paid for the value
we create, we also know
that the Internet is not as free as
intended.

Blockchain is a technology for disintermediation. It is possible to remove the
unnecessary service providers that stand between creators and consumers.
We see an interesting paradox where blockchain technology is most valuable
when it extracts as little value as possible from its users.

This is why we have created Radiosocial.
A web 3.0 technology with the promise of data sovereignty.

You control the data you create
Your content, your value

OVERVIEW

Radio Life Social
is social media unbounded.

Radio Life Social is an open platform
that allows anyone to launch their own
decentralized censorship-resistant
social networks and marketplaces.
Radiosocial will help you create your
own decentralized version of the
popular sites we see today, such as
Medium, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram,
Discourse, Patreon, OnlyFans and more.

Our software is built on the Radiostrate
blockchain framework and uses IPFS
(InterPlanetary File System) for
decentralized file storage. This enables
personalized news feeds and
notifications, a transparent reputation
system, full text searching, and rich
content formats, all without sacrificing
SEO (search engine optimization).

Using Radiostrate also allows Radiosocial to connect to the Polkadot and Kusama networks.
Polkadot and Kusama are next-generation blockchain protocols that unite an entire network of
purpose-built blockchains, allowing them to interoperate seamlessly at scale. Polkadot and
Kusama will provide cross-chain interactions as well as providing a shared security platform upon
which Radiosocial can scale.

ARCHITECTURE
Radio Life Social is far more than just a blogging
platform with monetization features. It is a
revolution in connecting social media with
We will briefly cover topics such as where content
is published and how it can be monetized via a
decentralized finance. This is Social Finance,
myriad of methods that we are working on adding where social media meets DeFi. To better explain
as soon as possible. This paper will also cover
how we differ from a simple blogging platform we
how we handle reputation and allow for a
must outline our architecture at a high level.
multitude of reputation types.
Radio Life Social saves you the hassle of running your own social network blockchain. Multiple
social networks can run from the Radiosocial chain which will provide shared networking effects.
By default the network is censorship-resistant, however, each community is able to set their own
rules for moderation.

Posts and Spaces
The building blocks of Radiosocial are Spaces, posts, comments, upvotes, downvotes,
and follows. They will be familiar to everyone who has used any social media platform.
The best way to understand them is through comparison to familiar platforms:
Spaces are similar to:
Blogs on Blogger,
Publications on Medium,
Accounts, pages, or groups on Facebook,
Accounts on Twitter and Instagram,
Channels on YouTube,
Servers on Discord,
Forums on Discourse.

Posts are similar to:
Posts on Facebook and Instagram,
Articles on Medium,
Tweets on Twitter
Videos on Youtube.

How about something more advanced? How
can we recreate popular platforms for Web 3.0
using Radiosocial?
Airbnb: apartment listings are spaces, while reviews are posts.
Quora: a question is a post, answers are comments/replies.
Stack Overflow
Answers can be rewarded, e.g. by the question asker.
The distribution of payouts can also be split between what the question
asker and what the community finds to be the best answer.
Patreon/OnlyFans: supported users could be represented as spaces who are rewarded through paid
subscriptions and community votes, etc
All posts and spaces are associated with public key pairs (accounts). This means all content can be
correctly attributed to the post's author and/or owner. The cryptography used is the same as found
in Polkadot and Kusama. Radiosocial supports the Polkadot{.js} web browser extension that allows
for easy key management in the browser, or, in the future, an offline vault via Parity Signer.

With built-in support for IPFS, your space can take advantage of decentralized content hosting.

Identity

On Radiosocial we allow for the
creation of a user profile. This is
a single identity that can be
used in any community built on
top of Radio Life Social. In the
future, we believe this identity
could be reused on other
parachains.

A User-Owned Social Network
On current social networks we have very limited input on how the
platform is governed partly because we have no ownership of the
platform. The biggest social media companies make billions of dollars
but don’t share the profits with the users and only some fraction with
the content creators. Even as shareholders of the parent company, we
are likely to have little input.
On Radiosocial, users are the owners of the network. Token holders
can participate in the overall governance of the Radio Life Social
platform, but users can also participate in the governance of each
space where they are a member. Each space can be like a DAO
(Decentralized Autonomous Organization) where members can have
ownership and help to steer the direction of a space. Space
governance is optional, of course, but we believe many spaces will
choose to adopt this feature.

Not Your Keys – Not Your Data
Publishing content to a website owned by a traditional social media company means
that you have few rights over how the content is monetized or censored. Moreover,
your login credentials are stored on their central database. You have to trust that
these companies will be able to keep your private data safe, and we have already
seen many of the largest Web 2.0 companies (including Facebook and Twitter) suffer
from data breaches and leaks. To top it off, there is no way to verify that they are not
selling your data.
The technologies powering the new paradigms of Web 3.0 allow users to retain
ownership of their own data. Rather than publishing content to a platform owned by a
social media giant, you are now given the ability to publicize and monetize your
content, which can be fully independent of trusted third parties. Additionally, your
login credentials are stored locally on your devices, rather than in a centralized
database.

Monetization
Tips
Tips can be paid per post, per comment, or per space. Not only can post authors get
paid, but good comments can be rewarded as well.
Similar to tips on YouTube's Superchat – it is possible to use tips to highlight users’
comments. Highlighted comments stand out compared to free comments such that
content creators will notice those comments first. If the creators have thousands of
comments per post as we see with people like PewDiePie, highlighting will make a
user’s comment stand out.
Tips will go straight to the account that you are tipping, and the tippee will receive the
full value of the tip, as there are no middlemen to take a cut. Tips can be made with
any token that exists on the Radiosocial chain, including social tokens, and tokens
from other parachains.

Subscriptions
One key feature that we haven’t seen with previous blockchain-powered blogging sites is the
inclusion of subscriptions. This is a huge feature of monetizing content that we see on popular
Web 2.0 platforms such as Patreon, RadioStack, and OnlyFans.
The appearance of subscriptions into the ecosystem of content creation has allowed people
to start working independently and connect much closer with their fans. While YouTube
adverts offered something of a proxy before these sites came along, these sites went further
in allowing private content for different tiers of subscribers.
The biggest downside is that these platforms can block or remove content that they don’t like,
plus the creators trust the platform owners with their private content. Removing points of trust
is important for the blockchain ecosystem.
The technical part of adding subscriptions to the Radiosocial chain is easy; however, there is
still some research to be done with how to handle hosting for private content in a
decentralized way while preserving the privacy of creators.

Sell or Rent Your Content
Blockchain technology enables true ownership: you own your content, so
you should be able to sell or re-sell content. This dynamic isn’t really
possible with web 2.0: your content may include your name but it is
typically not cryptographically signed nor stored on a public ledger.
Ownership in web 2.0 is less clear and requires legal contracts for
enforcement.
With Radiosocial it could be possible to sell content as NFTs as well as
rent out your posts or spaces. You retain the ownership and receive some
income, while the renter receives traffic from all the users who visit. Let’s
provide an example:

NOTE

If you wrote a popular post on some topic (e.g. e-commerce), and this post attracts
thousands of views per month, then it is feasible to assume that another space-owner
recognises that your post attracts a lot of traffic. On RadioSocial, you would be able to rent
your post to another space for a specific amount of time, and collect royalties for your
efforts.

Smart Contracts
Users of Radio Life Social are not limited to the built-in monetization functionality
that’s natively provided by the chain. Users can deploy smart contracts to
express endless creativity in monetization of their content and reputation. It is
possible to create different monetization algorithms that are more advanced or
tailored to your community.
Let’s look at two examples that illustrate the high degree of
customization offered by Radiosocial when it comes to monetization:
A post could be owned by multiple authors and the token distribution could be modified to factor in
ownership shares, as well as the number of likes or replies.
A space could create unique weekly contests that would reward authors of the three most popular
posts based on the number of likes and shares.
We hope to capture the same level of creativity as seen in the DeFi space on Ethereum. We
recognise that without smart contracts Ethereum DeFi would not be possible. The interaction
between many DeFi projects is an expression of the composability of smart contracts.
We are currently looking into ways to potentially integrate smart contract functionality into Radio Life Social

SoFi: When DeFi Meets
Social Networking
Social Finance (SoFi) is our view of where blockchain technology can
revolutionize payments for social networks. At Radio Life Social, we are
building a SoFi toolkit of decentralized financial primitives that are
optimized for social networking.
Not only is it important for creators to reap the benefits of their work, it is also
important that the community be able to freely decide who to promote and
reward. However, SoFi takes those core principles and then sets about
enabling developer creativity to add advanced custom features.
With smart contract functionality on Radiosocial, the community is able to create their own
composable SoFi primitives, much like we can see in the DeFi space. The Radiosocial team
started building primitives during such as tips and paid subscriptions. Tips will be available
shortly after launch. In the future we hope to add pay-per-view and NFTs.

Smart Contracts
Tokenize your Radio Life Social space with social tokens in order to help build
and monetize your space. Your followers can co-own your space and, if desired,
participate in governance. A co-owned space is essentially a DAO. This is
something we will touch upon in a later section.
We have a few ideas on how social tokens can be distributed, and are still
thinking about the best ways to do it.
Given the power of the RadioLstrate ecosystem, it will be possible to trade your
social tokens for DOT, KSM and other parachain tokens, including stablecoins.

Stablecoins
Having a source of revenue (tips, paid subscriptions, etc.) that’s free of the
extreme volatility that we see with cryptocurrencies is important. As mentioned
in the previous Radio-section, this will be easy within the Radio Life Social
ecosystem, as various stablecoins already exist.

Roles and Permissions
Radio Life Social natively offers four built-in and dynamic roles. Space owners can
specify the role of any Radiosocial account in that space, as well as designate which
permissions are associated with that role.

The following are the four built-in roles:
Role

Description

None

No account can do this.

Everyone

Any account on the Radiosocial blockchain.

Follower

Any account that follows a given space.

Space Owner

The current owner(s) of a given space.

The roles can assume different permissions as defined by the space owner(s)
and/or moderator(s). As with other social media platforms, it is important to
define the permissions by considering questions such as:

Who can create posts and comments in a space?
It possible to edit a post or comment?
Is it possible to delete a post or comment?
Is it possible to upvote, downvote or share a post?

Example:Twitter-like space#
For example, if you want to make your space similar to your Twitter profile, you
would implement the following permissions in your space:
Only the owner (you) can create posts (tweets).
Disable editing of posts and comments.
Disable downvotes (Twitter only has upvotes/likes).
Roles and permissions enable a space to be flexible and personal, and allow you to define granular
access control. This helps with the management of your space when it represents a group of people
such as a community, organization, or team.

Moderation
One topic that is important for the decentralized technology ecosystem is how moderation is handled.
Radio Life Social respects censorship resistance by not blocking content at the base level (on-chain);
however, we also understand the necessity of being able to moderate your personal space in order to
remove unrelated content, trolls, and spam, or otherwise moderate inappropriate content.
A single set of moderation rules like Twitter is too rigid and pushes all users to adopt the same
perspectives in order to avoid being censored. Moderation per space means “your space, your
rules.” These rules are handled by the blockchain. In addition, it is possible to modify the UI (user
interface) to allow for greater control over the content displayed. For exapmle, a social network
focused on dogs would not show any Radio Life Social content about cats.
Different spaces can have different rules for moderation, but they all share the same blockchain.
Radio Life Social is the glue that binds all of the spaces together.

Spaces as DAOs
The functionality provided by the Roles & Permissions modules is reminiscent of a DAO’s
characteristics. That is, a space onRadiocould be run as a DAO. Radio Life Social allows multiple
owners (via multisignature wallets) to collectively control and monetize content.
Each space can have its own token, therefore space ownership can be represented as a stake in the
space’s token.
Similarly, each space could evolve by its own governance mechanisms, using the space token as a
governance token. As a result of this, each space could have its own treasury that’s controlled by its
token holders. A space could elect to sell ad space within the space, and split up the ad revenue
proportionally among all holders of the space's token.
Governance can be used to modify space permissions and roles, elect moderators, or even
collectively decide how to block unwanted content.

Scalability
Radio Life Social allows communities to create their own space on top of the
Radio Life Social chain, such that all communities share the same underlying
blockchain. This provides shared network effects: users will be able to
seamlessly join any community on any alternative clients for Radio Life Social
(compared to traditional social media networks being separated, such as
Facebook and Twitter)

Upgradability

Radiostrate allows blockchains to be seamlessly upgraded without hardforks. We have
already witnessed forkless upgrades in Polkadot and Kusama. The same on-chain
governance and upgrade mechanisms are available to all Radiostrate-based blockchains.
This approach to blockchain technology is perfect for Radio Life Social. We believe that it
isn’t possible to know everything upfront.
The functionality and parameters of the platform will have to be changed along the way
as the community finds bugs or as it becomes necessary to make improvements.
If you have an idea for new chain functionality, then you can suggest a feature or create a
pull request to Radiosocial's node repo.

Customizability
At its core our software is open source and modular in design. Radiosocial allows for
almost complete customization to meet a community’s needs. Here is a summary of
some of the many different ways in which the Radio Life Social software can be used:
Customize the UI with our JS SDK
Deploy smart contracts for new methods of monetization
Various moderation options
Inherit features from other spaces
Customizable per-space governance processes
Create various UIs to suit personal preference
Launch your own chain using our open source code
All code is open source and allows for customization of the front-end user interface
to tailor it to the needs of your community.

Cross-Chain Interaction With Parachains
One of the most exciting aspects of Polkadot is the ability for one parachain to
trustlessly interact with another. This also means it should be possible to use any
token on Polkadot or Kusama to make payments on Radio Life Social.

The primary interest for this is likely to be paying for subscriptions in either DOT, KSM, or any
of the various stablecoins. Additionally, it would allow integration of functionality from other
parachains, such as decentralized identifier solutions from KILT, o
r prediction markets from Zeitgeist.

Governance

In a previous section, we described how space owners have several options at their disposal for governing
their own space. We have tried to make space governance flexible enough to meet the owner's requirements.
In addition, there is also a layer of governance for the Radio Life Social chain as a whole. Just as we see for Polkadot
and Kusama, holders of the Radio Life Social token will be able to create and vote on on-chain proposals.
The governance of the chain will decide how the chain upgrades and how the treasury funds are spent.
Possible upgrade examples include new modules that provide new functionality options for all spaces or
whether Radio Life Social should include integrations with other social networks or chains.

Treasury
The Radio Life Social treasury is a chain-level pool of tokens that can be spent on
community proposals to help further the project and ecosystem.
It is envisioned that the treasury could sponsor things such as ongoing development of the Radio
Life Social blockchain, creating different web and mobile apps, alternative feed algorithms,
marketing, and growing the community

Parachain vs Parathread

A chain developed with Radiostrate can at different points in its lifetime assume one of three
states: an independent chain with a secured bridge, a parachain, or a parathread. (source)
Radio Life Social is planning to be a parachain of Kusama, if that is successful then we will
consider also launching a parachain for Polkadot but provide no guarantee that will happen.
If Radio Life Social is unsuccessful in launching a parachain, it will consider launching instead as a
parathread. In that case, no tokens will be generated for the users who wished to participate in
the PLO (as the action was unsuccessful).
As a parathread we would need to purchase KSM or DOT to pay for block inclusion. To cover this
cost, one option would be to sell our native chain token.

Intro

OVERVIEW

Radiosocial is a set of Radiostrate pallets that allows anyone to launch their own
decentralized censorship-resistant social network.
The Radiosocial SDK is a set of developments tools (methods, functions and so on) that allows
to create your own social network on Radio Life Social.

Spaces

Spaces are where content lives on Radiosocial - all posts must be made inside of a Space. All
users are free to create as many Spaces as they want. A Space can function as a personal
Space, or as a community. Users can follow Spaces in order to see posts from that Space on
their Feed.
The owner of a Space is able to moderate the Space, as well as change how it is set up, for
example, allowing followers to post in the Space, or disabling downvotes. If desired, the owner
of a Space can effectively transform the Space into a DAO.

Transfer Ownership
Transferring ownership of a Space allows you to set someone else as the owner,
meaning they will have all the powers and responsibilities that come with it. Transferring
ownership is a two sided process - once you initiate the transfer, the recipient must
accept ownership of the Space.

Space Editors

Transferring ownership of a Space allows you to set someone else as the owner,
meaning they will have all the powers and responsibilities that come with it. Transferring
ownership is a two sided process - once you initiate the transfer, the recipient must
accept ownership of the Space.

Posts

Posts are how you put content (whether that is text, audio, an image, or a video) on
Radiosocial. Posts have to go into a Space. Posts are able to be commented on, as well
as upvoted or downvoted. Posts can be shared to other Spaces

Comments
Comments are replies to a post that are visible below a post.

Upvotes

Upvoting is a reaction to a post that signals you like it. The number of upvotes a post has
received is visible to everyone.

Downvotes

Downvoting is a reaction to a post that signals you do not like it. The number of downvotes
a post has received is visible to everyone.

Sharing

Sharing a post is similar to retweeting a tweet on Twitter. You can add a comment along
with it when you share that will be easily visible. Sharing a post is similar to a post, as posts
must be shared to Spaces. Shares can also be upvoted, downvoted, commented on, and
shared.

Feed

Your feed is a collection of posts from Spaces that you follow.

Profile

Your profile is linked to your Radiosocial account address, and is an overview of your
activity on Radiosocial. You can set a profile picture and a username for your account, as
well as a personal website link. Below your profile overview is a collection of all of your
posts, comments, reactions, and Spaces. You can view others’ profiles to see this
information about them.

Account Address

An account address is just what it sounds like, an address for your account. Addresses are usually long
strings of letters and numbers, and are used to perform transactions on blockchain networks. In the
Radiostrate ecosystem, each account has multiple addresses, as there are multiple chains. You may or may
not be able to access all of them depending on the wallet that you use.

Wallet

A cryptocurrency wallet is simply software that allows you to control your crypto. It is separate from
your account, as you can log into a single account from multiple wallets. Examples of wallets include
Polkadot.js, Polkawallet, Fearless Wallet, and Metamask.

Radio.ID
Radio.ID is a tool built by the
Radiosocial team as a gift to the
Radiostrate ecosystem, with the aim
of helping to improve the user
experience in the ecosystem. One of
the main problems with the
Polkadot.js wallet is it is not set up in a
way that allows easy and smooth
access to different chains, and has no
way to see multiple chains at once.
Radio.id let’s you see your balances
and
addresses
for
multiple
Radiostrate based chains at one time,
and if someone else gives you just
one of their Radiostrate addresses,
you can look them up on Radio.id and
find their addresses for other chains.
This will make it easier to tip people,
as you can pay them on whatever
Radiostrate chain you wish.

Space Tokens
Spaces can create their own
token just for that Space, and
use it for various purposes. The
tokens
could
be
given
governance
powers
and
distributed to members of the
Space to transform the Space
into a DAO. The tokens could
enable a revenue share where
ad revenue from the Space is
distributed
among
token
holders. These Space tokens
will
be
transferable
and
tradeable

Polkaverse
Polkaverse is another front-end
capable of interfacing with the
Radiosocial blockchain. It was built to
showcase the fact that, unlike
traditional social media, Radiosocial
separates the front-end from the
back-end, allowing developers to
build additional front-ends to suit their
needs and preferences. Polkaverse is
similar to the main Radiosocial app,
but is dedicated to the Polkadot and
Kusama ecosystems, and has
additional
features,
such
as
integrating on-chain identities from the
Polkadot and Kusama blockchains.

Subnet

A subnet is a front-end (website/app) built to connect to
t
he Radiosocial chain, but it nly shows a subsection of content.
Polkaverse is a good example. If someday someone makes a front-end similar to
Instagram that only shows content with pictures, that would be another good
example of a subnet.

On-Chain Identity

Various Radiostrate blockchains feature on-chain identities, which means that users can make claims about
themselves (such as their name, their email address, their Twitter handle, etc.) which can then be independently
verified by a third party for a small fee, if they so desire.

DAO

A Decentralized Autonomous Organization. DAOs essentially function like normal businesses or
non-profit organizations, but with much less of a hierarchical organization. Instead of having a CEO
at the top and a bunch of workers at the bottom, DAOs put everyone on an even playing field, and
reward members based on their contributions

Radiostrate

Radiostrate is a framework that is essentially composed of building blocks called pallets,
which allow developers to easily build cutting edge blockchains. Radiostrate is built with
the Rust programming language and was created by Dr. Gavin Wood, who created
Ethereum. Radiosocial is built with Radiostrate.

Validators
Validator nodes maintain blockchains through a consensus system.
This allows the network to function properly without any disagreements
between parties as to what events took place on the chain.
Validator nodes are computers that are run by node operators. In exchange for their services they receive tokens.

IPFS

The InterPlanetary File System is a decentralized storage network commonly used by blockchain projects looking
for a storage solution. It is similar to a torrent network where users download content to their machines, and
upload it to people that wish to access it. IPFS node operators are able to choose what content they host on their
node. Radiosocial uses IPFS for multimedia storage.

CID

CIDs are Content Identifiers, and are used as addresses for files hosted on the IPFS network. The CID is generated
from the cryptographic hash of the content, which means that if the content changes in any way, the CID will
change.

Roles

Roles act as groups of permissions within a Space that are applied to anyone with that particular role. For
example, a Space might create a Moderator role, and give it the permissions to hide posts and block users from
that particular Space.

Permissions
Permissions let you manage your Spaces, such as
whether only you can post in it, edit posts, or whether
anyone that follows the Space can post in it. Using
permissions you can disable features like downvotes
if you are not a fan of them, or turn off comments.
Permissions can be assigned to various roles within
the Space.

Moderation

Censorship
Censorship is when someone or something limits
your freedom of expression. While you can be
censored in other people’s Spaces, you cannot be
censored in Spaces that you own.

On Radiosocial, moderation only takes place within Spaces. The owner of a Space, or appointed moderators, are
the only ones capable of moderation - there is no central authority that can moderate, like on traditional social
media. This means that outside of Spaces there is no moderation. Nobody can delete your Space, or moderate it
for you, unless you appoint them as a moderator. The ONLY way that you could be moderated is if you are posting
content that is being hosted on an IPFS node, and the node operator decided to stop hosting it. However, anyone
is free to host their own IPFS node.

Tipping
Tipping is the simplest way to reward
someone for the content they have
created, whether it is an article, a
video, or simply a joke that made you
laugh. Tips will go directly to the
account that created the post or
comment, with no intermediary
skimming some off of the top, like
what happens on existing content
monetization platforms.

Pay-Per-View

PPV allows content to be accessed
one time for a fixed fee, if you want to
access it again, you will have to pay
again.

Subscriptions
Subscriptions will allow you to set
up recurring payments for access
to a creator’s Space or other
unique content. The frequency of
payments will be determined by
the content creator, for example
they could decide to offer a daily
subscription instead of a monthly
subscription.

Expert Networks
Spaces will be able to select or
vote on a panel of experts, who
will vote on what content is the
best. The creators that made the
highest voted content will receive
rewards.

Advertisement
Space owners or governance committees will be able to sell ad Space
s can either be
in their Space in order to generate revenue. This revenue

captured by the owner or committee, or distributed amongst all holders
of that Space’s Space tokens, or anything in between.

Off-Chain Services
The Radiosocial team offers various off-chain services to improve the user experience of
using Radiosocial, such as a search function, notifications (including email notifications and
feed updates), personal settings, and the in-development telegram bot for notifications.

Notifications
Notifications alert you to people following you or any of your Spaces, voting or
commenting on your posts, or sharing them.

Full-Text Search
Searching allows you to search by text for whatever you want, including Spaces, posts,
creators, tags, and comments.

45%Willbe on presale
20% will be unlocked and are dedicated
to the P2P RDL game once it's launched
20% for sale
10% for the team.
4% is dedicated for the RADIO LIFE
charity foundation.

TOKENOMICS

1% will be left as apuzzle, airdrop.

ROADMAP
Q1/2022
Concept ideation
Environment concept
Whitepaper
Introduce Radio Life
Launch Radio Life website
and social media;
Publish Radio Life whitepaper
Website launch
Whitelisting
Tokenomic done

Q2/2022
Community Building (Airdrop,
apuzzle)
Social media
RadioLife token presale
RadioLife token launch
Coinmarketcap Listing
Coigecko Listing
Q3/2022: NFTs, Earn.

Q1/2023
Start creating Radio Life blockchain
Keep bettering application
List Radio Life Coin to more crypto exchanges
Start soft launching of Radio Life App;

Q3/2022
Initialize Radio Life exchange
listing
Achievement based NFTs
On-site NFT viewing
NFT marketplace
Designing mobile App
Mobilize team for DApp
creation
Medium of exchange
developments
Mobile app
Stake Build Earn

Q4/2022
Develop Radio Life App
Expand Radio Life Team
List Radio Life coins on partner
crypto exchanges
Mobilize team for DApp
creation;
Develop Radio Life App
Launch Radio Life App

Q2/2023
Move Radio Life Coin to Radio Life blockchain
Keep bettering application
Continue to develop. Soon to announce in 2023

